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Foresight

Retailers use new technologies to retain customers

Loyalty pays off
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“More than 70 % of customers engage in multi-channel shop-

such as Tesco and Kroger have been working with external

ping such as researching a product online and then purchas-

provider Dunnhumby to develop and enhance their loyalty

ing it in-store.” In a rapidly changing environment with highly

card programs, and the number of cardholders has grown

informed clients, retailers must ensure a reasonable level of

steadily in both their domestic and international markets.

customer retention to capture a larger market share. Because

Today 86 %3 of UK adults own at least one loyalty card. How-

long-term clients tend to be less price sensitive and typically

ever, such programs alone are no longer sufficient to improve

increase and accelerate spending over time, customer loyalty

services, drive traffic or retain customers. Retailers therefore

programs can help retailers boost sales and improve margins.

need to develop a tailored value proposition.

1

“A 5 % improvement in customer retention rates will yield a

Leading retailers understand the value of developing new tech-

25 % to 100 % increase in profits.”2

nologies to create a multi-channel platform to engage the

By gathering and analyzing data on their consumers’ spend-

customer. Mobile or tablet apps are reaching new client seg-

ing patterns through surveys, in-store feedback or analysis of

ments, particularly among young customers, and offer per-

online behavior, retailers can customize their offering to match

sonalized services. For instance, French retailer Casino utilizes

specific clients’ needs. Loyalty cards, for instance, are an ef-

its m-casino app to drive sales. Customers use the app to pre-

fective tool for collecting customer information. Companies

pare an online shopping list. Once in the store, the app alerts
customers as they approach the items on their list, and the

“Retailers putting the client at the

same technology sends them customized product sugges-

heart of their strategy through

tions and special deals.

incentive programs that reward cus-

Companies that integrate incentives rewarding their loyal cus-

tomer loyalty stand to benefit

tomers can benefit from increased sales, improved product

from improved sales and margins."
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recognition.
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